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PART  1: Review Comments 
 

 Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and 
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write 
his/her feedback here) 

Compulsory REVISION comments 
 

 
1. Please revise the title of the article, adding the type of the study (it is a  

randomized trial) 
2. Abstract. About the sentence “Study group (group S) received infusion of a 

mixture of dexmedetomidine, ketamine and lidocaine.”, please indicate 
dosages. 

3. Abstract. Indicate method used for evaluating the intraoperative 
consumption of isoflurane as well as for the efficacy of opioid sparing effect 
(it is one among the main goal of the study) 

4. Introduction. “However, there may be an association between increased 
postoperative analgesic consumption and the continuous usage or the 
administration of large doses”. Please explain better this point as it is 
confusing. 

5. “PONV and postoperative pain are still frequent after laparoscopic 
gynecological surgery despite the use of multimodal analgesia, which are 
composed of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, dexamethasone, 
opioids, and local anesthetics.” Add a reference 

6. Offer more details in discussion and expand limitations (consider that the 
sample size should not be a limitation as it has to be calculated a priori). 
 

 

Minor REVISION comments 
 

 
In the sentence: (such as postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV), ileus, urinary 
retention and over sedation)s the brackets are not necessary 
Explain the acronym ENT 
Correct several typos alongside the paper 
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PART  2:  
 

 
Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and 

highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write 
his/her feedback here) 

Are there ethical issues in this manuscript?  
 

(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details) 
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